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Fully automatic 
coffee machine 

The most compact and energy efficient fully 
automatic coffee machine with cappuccino and 
flat white at the push of a button

Espresso, black coffee, cappuccino and flat white at 
the push of a button – the Finessa Milk Plus satisfy 
every desire of coffee lover.
But it’s not just the quality of the brewed coffee 
that inspires, the machine is also the most compact 
(only 18 cm wide) and the most energy efficient fully  
automatic coffee machine with a milk solution.
The simple and intuitive handling, the attractive cup 
lighting and 3 different operating modes round off the 
machine.

Benefit

Ideal for black coffee, espresso as well as 
cappuccino and flat white. Thanks to hot water 
function, also suitable for americano. 
Cup volume programmable from 25 to 250 ml.

The most energy efficient fully automatic coffee  
machine with an automatic milk solution.

Particularly hygienic as no milk gets into the 
machine. Rinsing program for cleaning hoses and 
spouts.

Thanks to the separate outlet, it is ideal for making 
tea. Also for americano and to preheat cups.

Compact, removable for easy cleaning. Also with pre-
brewing function for a perfect crema.

Ready to use very quickly, which is especially 
important in the morning with your first coffee.

Feature

A machine for all types of coffee

Energy efficiency

Milk container (0.6 liter, BPA-free)
Rinsing program

Hot water function

Patented brewing unit

Ready to use in less than 15 seconds

Item number A11181

Selling unit 1 pieces

Packaging Color Box

Wattage 1235–1470

Size product (WxHxD) 180 x 315 x 395 mm

EAN Code 7640184591135

Color Anthracite, black

Weight / Cord length 7.9 kg / 1 m

Size gift box (WxHxD) 430 x 469 x 230 mm

SRP (excl. 2.50 ARC) CHF 599.–


